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Conrad Murray

IT AIN'T JUST
BOOTS N
CATS

Conrad Murray is
celebrating 200 years
of Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein at the
Battersea Arts Centre
in a beatbox style, so
Off The Floor quizzed
him on this unusual
combination...

originally in New York, but it came
over to the UK in the late ’70s,
early ’80s. I know some original
UK triple OGs. MC Mell O is one of
them. Beatboxers on the street
corners are doing it for money. A
lot of MCs don’t have that revenue
stream, as spitters busking hasn’t
really become a thing.”

How does that work?
“She wrote it at 18-years-old.
The story challenged science,
God and a lot of accepted truths.
The audience’s ears are going
to have the pleasure of hearing
beatbox music and lyricism from
the perspective of 2018, with
an amazing new performance
collective.”

But you’re off the corner, and in
the theatre, darling…
“I want theatres and music venues
to see what we are doing as having
equal value to other theatre shows
and musicians. There is no such
thing as high and low art. We
practise all the time, and give
100%, so there is no difference.
It is 2018, so these venues should
represent all different scenes. I
don’t expect them to just open
up and say ‘Hey! Come in!’ So
we gotta just keep making noise
and believe in what we do. I’ve
been trying to show the world for
10 years that hip-hop — which
beatboxing is part of — is a serious
performance art form, and I don’t
mind spending the next 10…”

Tell us of this beatboxing…
“Beatboxing is about expression,
it started from hip-hop culture.
Street working class culture,

Your beatboxing heroes…
“Rahzel from The Roots. MC Zani.
Shlomo. I have a fourth hero,
and that is all the guys out there

making sounds and giving it a go.
Going bat-shit crazy or just vibing
in their rooms with their mates.”
Step by step guide, please?
“You know when you sing and
make strange sounds in the shower
to songs? Well, you just do that in
a more concerted way! Ha!
I have developed some exercises
that you repeat, that can give
you the foundation sounds
and lip shapes that help you to
beatbox. I don’t know if I should
mention this, but it is NOT boots
and cats. To me that just sounds
silly, and is kinda reductive to the
artform. We start with sounds and

lip shapes based on Boom! Tee!
Cla! This is abstract and absurd,
and is closer to what we are trying
to initially create. Expressive
sound. The boots and cats thing is
too literal, and conjures up actual
images. It is not helpful, actually.
Practice Boom! Tee! Cla! And then
take the vowels off, and try and
just force out the more consonant
sounds. Come to a session and I’ll
show you.”
•The Beatbox Academy runs at
the bac.org.uk.
Frankenstein plays 22 March - 7
April. £12.50, £10 concessions.

COMING UP
FROM Bedrooms To Billions is
a two-hour doc on the rise of
the UK video games industry
in the ’70s to now, with
interviews with key players. If
that’s what rocks your matrix:
frombedroomstobillions.com
PRODUCER Stephen Clarke
has put out a novella-length
club memoir about life after
the party — from his own
divorce lyrics via Jive Bunny
to the crash that stopped him
making his own tracks by 19,
and writing about the number

16, rather than 23, for The
KLF. Find Deleted Scenes on
Amazon.
CREATIVE studio Dorothy
celebrates over 700 MCs,
DJs, producers, turntablists,
musicians, graffiti artists,
b-boys and b-girls with a
gorge gold on blue circuitboard, which demonstrates
how one music leads to
another… contemporising
the Rock Family Trees work of
Pete Frame, the graf drawings
of Kris Needs, and the acid

house sketches by
Jeremy Deller, this
blueprint swag can
be yours for £35.
wearedorothy.
com/collections/
shop-all
LEDGE director
Julien Temple and Fatboy
Slim are calling all White
Isle raconteurs. Submit your
top stories on the IBIZA
EXPERIENCE as video files, and
you could make it to the big
screen!

ibizathesilentmovie.co.uk
Temple said: “We want to
show the magic, joy and dark
madness of the island, as well
as what makes it so special:
you — the people who love it
and make it what it is.”
DJMAG.COM
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